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Thermal Oil Heating System
Using energy efficiently 
and successfully when baking
DAUB sets trends in developing ovens based on the Thermal Oil Heating System. Heat exchanger and 

oven can be placed separately or can be combined and erected related to customers individual 

 demands. A smooth heat transfer plus a stable baking curve guarantees an equal and consistent 

baking result, which is always top quality. Choosing DAUB is choosing success and satisfaction.

Counting on economy and environment
The DAUB Thermal Oil Heating System guarantees for optimal heat transfer through its radiation 

heat. Stable baking curves and an absolutely even temperature distribution lead to reproducible 

baking results. The Thermal Oil Heating System is operating highly economical.  Easy handling, an 

efficiency of 87 percent and low baking losses are advantages which reduce production costs 

significantly. Therefore this is an environmentally friendly solution.

Excellent results are guaranteed: Products baked in DAUB Thermal Oil ovens are always on pole 

position, be it rising or falling temperature curves.

Heat Exchanger Oven / Ovens

High baking 
temperature e.g. 
for controlled 
crust formation

Medium baking 
temperature e.g. 
for an excellent 
oven spring

Low baking 
 temperature e.g. 
for par baked 
products

Low-
maintenance
DAUB Inline 

magnetic pump



Thermo-Roll

This provides maximum performance – any time
The principle of the DAUB Thermal Oil Heating System is similar to a hot water central heating. 

The Heat Exchanger is a compact unit delivered fully assembled. It consists of a single or a double 

coil in order to reach maximum power using gas,  oil or electricity. The thermal oil is transferred 

to the particular circuits of radiators and ovens precisely through temperature controlled valves. 

Components with low maintenance and wear resistance guarantee a long service life.

Additional benefits:

	 			Noise-reduced operation 	 			Very low heat emission into the bakery

	 			Minimized space requirements 	 			Power from 80 kW to 4000 kW and more 

The oven of your choice
	 		Robust, compact and cost-cutting. The DAUB Thermo-Roll (7 - 30 m² bake surface)

  The Daub Thermo-Roll provides flexibility, while being highly economical with a small 

personnel requirement. Due to the low handling effort a baker can operate several ovens 

simultaneously. Baking directly on stone is an advantageous option which does not mean 

more effort. The handling remains easy because the stone plates are installed inside the 

oven. Furthermore, freestanding products can be fed in directly on the stone plates.  

Low energy consumption makes the Daub Thermo-Roll environmentally friendly.

	 			Well known, proven and efficient. The DAUB Backmeister (8-40 m² bake surface)

  This craft oven combines maximum bake surface with minimum space requirements at a 

favorable price. Additionally, the DAUB Backmeister can be equipped with a semi- or 

fully automatic loading system.

	 		Dynamic, sustained and strong. The DAUB Reversier Hanseat (20-40 m² bake surface)

  This oven is ideal for medium sized batches. It combines high productivity with high flexibility.

Reversier HanseatBackmeister



Specifications
Type of heat 
exchanger - kW KO-80 KO-125 KO-200 KO-300 KO-400 KO-500 KO-700 KO-1000 KO-1250

Power in kW 80 125 200 300 400 500 700 1.000 1.250

Width in mm 980 960 1.060 1.200 1.200 1.450 1.650 1.900 1.900

Depth in mm* 960 1.060 1.160 1.300 1.300 1.500 1.700 1.900 2.000

Height in mm* 1.045 1.145 1.355 1.560 1.870 1.970 2.360 2.645 2.845

* without pump/burner

	 	Compact, flexible and tough. The DAUB Cross Line Hanseat (30-96 m² bake surface)

  This oven is halfway between craft and industry. Medium sized batches are automatically 

fed into up to 12 decks. Furthermore, several ovens side by side can operate with one 

loading system.

	 	Fully automatic, versatile and efficient. The DAUB Automatic Hanseat (60-300 m² bake surface)

The configuration of this multideck-oven is adapted to the products and processes in the 

bakery. Using either single or multiple loading systems, the oven can run in step-continuous 

or batch mode. Several production lines can be combined with only one oven. The compact 

construction with up to eight decks enables an optimum use of the available production 

area. Additionally, the oven can be equipped with stone sole belts.

	 	Modular, profitable and powerful. The DAUB Modular Tunnel (20-200 m² bake surface)

  Quality, quantity and economy are the main advantages of this industrial tunnel-oven. 

Equipped with one or two decks optionally with stone sole belts this thermal-oil-oven 

meets highest industrial requirements.

Tailor-made Heat Exchanger Capacities 
DAUB offers a wide range of proven and highly sophisticated Heat Exchangers – for optimized 

systems meeting individual requirements.

Cross Line Hanseat Automatic Hanseat Modular Tunnel
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DAUB-Process Heat System  - 
Your contribution to a better enviroment 
The DAUB-Process Heat System  enables both craft as well as industrial bakers to reduce their 

energy costs and brand themselves as environmentally friendly. This is achieved by using the 

heat which is produced during the baking process in the most efficient way. Heat producing 

units, energy users and heat storage facilities are connected altogether in the DAUB-Process 

Heat System. In this way, a closed system is generated in which the recovered energy can be 

given to the energy users at the time and in the quantity as needed.

Brand yourself as environmentally friendly!

This efficient, relatively simple and highly effective system could be used in such a way that 

additional heating for the bakery and premises might not be needed anymore. Most important, 

however, the baking process itself still remains non-affected by the DAUB-Process Heat System. 

Although the basics are always identical, every DAUB-Process Heat System is adapted to your 

specific system and demands. Every system is unique.

DAUB-Laminartower
The DAUB-Laminartower is the heart of the DAUB-Process Heat System. Every 

heat producer, heat consumer and storage is connected to it.

The DAUB-Laminartower connects the water flows and uses gravity to separate 

the various temperature levels. Because of the shifting water, it is possible to 

feed in or feed out a certain temperature at a certain height level of the 

DAUB-Laminartower. Every connected heat producer feeds its water with its 

temperature level in and every heat consumer takes the water with the necessary 

temperature level out of the unit. Expensive components like additional valves 

or big pumps are hardly needed any more.

It eliminates the use of complicated hydraulic systems as it connects various 

volumes and temperature levels in a simple way. Hydraulic problems are 

prevented and primary energy is saved. The DAUB-Laminartower makes your 

DAUB-Process Heat System fast and effective.
The DAUB-Laminartower

As an average, 53% of the energy supplied 

to an oven is send through the chimney as 

exhaust gases coming from the thermal-oil 

heat exchanger and steam coming from 

the baking chamber. The DAUB-Process 

Heat System re-uses up to 44% of this energy 

volume again, so the total energy loss is 

reduced to only 9%!



The DAUB-Latent Power Boxes

DAUB-Carbon Heat Exchanger 
With the DAUB-Carbon Heat Exchanger, energy from the exhaust of the DAUB-Thermal Oil Heat 

Exchanger (up to 320°C) is recovered. This energy is fed into the storage with the help of the 

DAUB-Laminartower. The storage medium (water) flows through the core made from carbon and 

is heated up. The heat conductivity of carbon is eight times higher than stainless steel, which 

means that a very high efficiency can be realized. 

Furthermore, because of the core made from carbon the DAUB-Carbon Heat Exchanger is 

nearly undestroyable, highly corrosion resistant and nearly maintenance-free. 

The carbon block is impregnated with synthetic resin so that nearly no dirt particles can stick to 

it. Consequently the cleaning time is reduced to a minimum.

The DAUB-Latent Power Boxes
The highly efficient DAUB-Latent Power Boxes can replace the tasks of conventional storage facilities 

like warm water supply or as a heating system for premises.

A DAUB-Latent Power Box is a latent heat storage unit, which stores and releases heat energy by 

means of so called PCMs. (phase change material) PCMs have the ability of storing large amounts 

of energy in a small volume without significantly raising the temperature of the PCM. The energy is 

stored and released using the phase change (liquid-solid, solid-liquid) of the material. The mix of 

the PCM determines at what temperature the energy is released. The PCM is adjustable to your 

specific needs.

 

The heat loss of a DAUB-Latent Power Box therefore is no more than 1,5 °C per 24 hours.

The PCM mix is biologically degradable and can be kept indefinitely. The phase change can be 

repeated as often as needed without losing efficiency.

Also existing baking installations can easily be provided by DAUB-Latent Power Boxes.

The DAUB-Carbon Heat Exchanger Environment- and cost-conscious baking



DAUB-Steam Condenser
The DAUB-Steam Condenser is able to recover energy from the steam and 

ambient air of the ovens in a very efficient way. That is because of its 

special construction whereby sheet metals lead the steam over the 

exchanger surface for several times. The steam including drops 

dashes against the exchanger surface and is condensed there. 

With the help of a condensate expiration the fluid is removed from 

the system. Even if the room temperature is high the efficiency 

does not decrease.

Another advantage is an efficiency of 90% - 98% at a very high possible 

volume flow. Furthermore the DAUB-Steam Condenser is easy to be opened 

because of its modular construction. 

Main advantages:

   One DAUB-Steam Condenser can collect the steam of several ovens.

   It is adopted to the plant of the customer.

   A washer for the surfaces of the heat exchanger minimizes pollution.

   Additionally, there is a self-cleaning surface coating inside. 

   Maintenance and cleaning is reduced to an absolute minimum!

Possible configuration: 
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The Baking Process:

Silo Mixing Cooling Freezing PackagingDough handling Final 
proofing

Crate
handling

Pan
handling

Decorating Baking

Conveyor systems:

Bakeware:

System control:


